04-16-20
HPX – PMC meeting notes

Present:
Hartmut, Mikael, Patrick, Thomas, John, Auriane, Katie, Adrian, Gregor

Patrick
- Submitting a paper about HPX source code to The Journal of Open Source Software in order to get a DOI
- Sent out email request for authors who have at least 1 contribution to HPX
- Also meeting with Rebecca tomorrow at 9 am CDT

Thomas
- Project ideas for Google Season of Docs
  1. Proper documentation on the API that’s based on the standard
  2. Documentation of executors

Mikael
- Will move forward with Pragma Once since no one opposes
- Update the PR and add HPX inspection check
- Discussion about HPX local runtime with Thomas, it’s a work in progress but moving in the right direction
- Goals moving forward include an HPX roadmap for local runtime
- Other suggestions welcomed

Hartmut
- Worked on MPI futures
- Requests that John check to see if everything is still running properly

John
- Will work on the APEX branch when he can so that it can be merged